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Abstracl--A con(ormmg polynomial second order basis for the three stded two-d]mens~onal finite elements 
v,~th one cursed side ~s constructed m such a s~a~ that the cur~ed stde ~s approximated b} an arc of 
h.,,perbola. The basts ~s used to calculate approximate solutions of Laplace's equauon o~er the unitar} 
d~sk vqth Dir]chlet boundar.~ conditions. The basis has the propert.~ that it remains conformmg sshen the 
curxed side reverts to a straight line segment. The calculations of the t.~pical integrals are made dlrec[I.~ 
in the ongmal domain of interest without the use of a non-hnear transformation that ~s reqmred m the 
high order transformation methods. Various tesselat~ons of the problem domain ~ere done and the 
numerical experiments sho~ that the results are comptetel.~ sat~sfactor.~ for all the examples considered 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The application of the finite element method to problems for which a solution is required o~er a 
two-dimensional domain ~ith a boundar} that is totally or partiall} curved invoh'es the use of some 
elements with curved edges. If this is the case, this region can usuall} be triangulated in such a 
wa} that the elements consist of straight edged triangles and elements with t~o straight edges and 
one curved side. The construction of basis [1.2] of a required order for the triangles presents no 
special problems. The most popular method for obtaining a first order basis for the curved elements 
is the use of isoparametric transformations [I, 2]. An alternative method comprises the construction 
of rational basis functions [3] in the problem domain, without the need for transformations. These 
versatile basis functions are, in general, not polynomials and the required calculations become 
correspondingly more complicated. A third method for the construction of bases for the curved 
elements is the high order transformation method [4-6] or H.O.T. method in which the 
transformation of a straight-edged master element is combined with the construction of basis of 
an}' desired order for the curved element. However, the H.O.T. method requires a non-linear 
transformation. It is the intention of this work to introduce a new direct method that approximates 
the curved side of the three sided finite element via an arc of hyperbola voiding a non-linear 
transformation, and to construct a limit-stable basis of order two in such a wax that the basis 
functions are polynomials. 
The algorithm is used to calculate approximate solution values to the t~'o-dimensional Laplace's 
equation with Dirichlet boundar} conditions corresponding to a selection of harmonic functions 
over the unitary disk with center on the origin for various tesselations of the problem domain. 
Results show that the limit-stable second order basis construction }ields satisfactor~ approximate 
solution values for all the examples considered. The basis construction applies only to curved 
boundaries and not to interior curves. 
2. THE APPROXIMATION 
Suppose that the element with one curxed side and two straight sides E is specified by the 
(x-y)-coordinates of the three vertices l ' ,(x,,  .v,), Vz(x,_,.v:) and l':(.,q, y~l, where 1", is assumed 
to be the intersection of the straight edges and the curved side goes through 1.': and t,'~. as is depicted 
in Fig. I. 
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The slope of the line through ~ertices 1~ and I ,  is 
I l l l  = (.t '2 - - .1 ' ,  ) ( . \ ' ,  - -  X' I ), \ ' t  :~ X,.  
Similarl), 
I l l ,  ---- 1.1 '~ - -  .1' t ) 1.\'~ - -  .V t 1..V I ~ .V~. 
Our intention is to find a h~perbola passing through the vertices 1", and 1", ha~ing as)mptotes the 
lines L, and L~ parallel to the straight sides of the element, i.e. having slopes m~ and m,, respectively. 
The pencil of hyperbolas atisfying this condition is of the t\'~rm 
~here 
(v -m,~-b_ .Hy-m, .~ -h~) -K=0.  
( . l ' -m~x-b_ , )=0 and (y -m~x-h , )=0 
are the equations of the L3 and /-4, respectively. If the pencil has to go through J', and V.,, then 
we need onh one extra condition in order to determine a unique hyperbola. This extra condition 
ensures that it passes through a Iburth point located on the curved side of the element. This point 
must be selected in such a way that a good approximauon of the cur~ed edge is achieved by the 
resulting approach. This situation is shown in Fig. 2. 
Since the h3perbola has to go through the point 4, ~e have 
K = I.v~- m,.~~- h:)Iy~ - m,x~-  h~), (I) 
and our pencil of h~perbolas i no~ 
( l' - m~ x - b :  )( r - m,  v - b ,  ) = 4.1'4 - m~.~h - h :  )(  )h  - mz  v~ - b~ L 
Let 
P l  : .1'2 - -  I t l l  "\'2" P2  = .t'3 - -  I t l l  .V'~, P3  = .Va - -  I l l  I .'f4, q l  = .|'2 - -  1112A2, q2  = .|'~ - -  IH2-~"~, qx = .1'4 - -  /'?12-V4 • 
Since the pencil of hyperbolas has to go through 1, and I',. we get a linear system of equations 
in b, and b~. obtaining 
b,  = ( (p~q~ - P lq l l (P~ - p , )  - (p~q~ - P ' .q , . ) (Px  - P l  )) D 
h~ = ( (p~q~ - pzq2  ) (q~ - q,_ ) - ( p ,q~ - p~ ql ) (q~ - q'_ J) D 
D = (q~-  q , _ ) lp3  - P'_ I - (q~ - qz ) lP3 -  Pl )- (2) 
Hence. we have determined the unique h~perbola passing through the nodes 2.3 and 4, and having 
asymptotes parallel to the straight sides of the three sided element, hs equation is 
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Fig. 2. H.~perbola approximating the cur~ed stde. 
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(y  - m~x - bz ) ly  - m,x  - h 3 ) -  K = 0 .  (3 )  
where b, ,  b.~ and K are given by equations (1) and (2). 
3. THE L INEAR TRANSFORMATION 
We want to produce a linear transformation that will map the hyperbola (3) in the ,,-v plane 
onto a hyperbola with asymptotes parallel to the axis in the p-q  system of coordinates. The points 
t'~, 1", and ~'3 will be mapped onto the points (0, 0), (I, 0] and (0. I ), respectivel.~. The equations 
of the lines L~ and L, are 
and 
Let 
Define 
and 
L I :  .v - )'z - -  I111 .Y -~- I i l l  .V~ ~ I" - -  . | '1 - -  I i l l  X "~ 1111 -~"1 = 0 
L , :  ) '  - .va - -  It1~.~t" "}- tt l  2 ~t'~ m 1" - -  .V I - -  t l I , .V  -~- 17127f I ~ O. 
h=p,_ -pt ,  k =ql -q , . .  
p = ( . l '  - - .1 '~  - -  D I ,A"  + I l l  2.~'~) k 
q=(. l" -  vz-m~x+tn~xz)h (4) 
and transformation (4) maps the lines L~ and L, onto the axis p = 0 and q = 0, and the points 
V~ (x~, 3'~ ), l',_(x,_,y2 ), V3(x3,.v3) onto the points (0, 0), (1,0), (0, I), respectively. The Jacobian of 
the inverse transformation of equations (4) is 
J = hk (ml - m2), mL¢ m,  (5) 
Under transformation (4) the hyperbola (3) is transformed onto the hyperbola 
apq +p +q - I =0 ,  (6) 
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~here 
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t l  ----- - -  [ .V_ , . I '~  - -  X I . l '~  - -  ~ . '3 . | '2  "-I"- .V I l'_, - f -  .~. '~.I . '  I - -  -~" . ' . | ' I  } 
(A'~.I '~ - -  ~.2 | 'a - -  . \ 'a. l '~ "-~ ~.'2.|'~ ÷ .V~.l'_~ - -  Am~.v 2 ) 
[ \ '2 . l 'a  - -  X~. I ' J  - -  -\ 'a.]"2 ÷ Y1.1'2 -~  - \ 'a . l ' l  - -  - 'k'2Yl ) 
( . \ '~.V a - -  ~.l. l '  4 - -  \ '4 .1 '~-~ Va I ' -~-~ .YI.V1 "~ . \ '4.F I - -  \ ) . l '  I ). 
4. SECOND ORDER BASIS FUNCTIONS 
The h,sperbola 16)in the ~p, q) s.~stem of coordinates is depicted in Fig. 3. 
In the construction of second order basis functions that will interpolate second degree 
pobnomials  exactl~ o~er the element under consideration, we need six basis functions, since a 
second degree polynomial has six degrees of freedom. Hox~exer, to ensure contbrmit3 of the basis 
functions [4] ~e need tx~o extra nodes on the hyperbolic arc. Each of the basis functions has to 
satist) the following conditions, in order to guarantee C: continuity bet~een the elements: 
I. The bas~s function l!, lp, q)associated ~sith each node iis normalized to emit3 at 
node i. 
2. The basis function II'qp, ql vanishes on sides opposite to node i and all node i 
l \3r i ~ i. 
We choose the nodes .Vj, N:, .V~, ,V 4, ,V, and ,V,, to be ,V,(0, 01, .\'-,I I, 0), .\"~0, II, .'\'4[h, h), 
,V, I I 4,0) and ,\).all I 4). where ih, hl is the intersection of the h)perbola (6) and the line 
p -q -  I =0,  i.e. b = l - I  + l l  +a l "~u.  
The two extra nodes are chosen to be ,\--~c, I 4), .V,(I 4, c ~, ~here ~ = 3 I,t +41. 
We can find easil5 six basis functions associated to the nodes N, i = I, 2.3, 4, 5, 6. These are: 
t, =dl -2p -2q) ( I -p -qp-pq( I  -4h i l l  -2h)b ' - .  
/ ,=p(2p-  I ) -pq l2b-  l ib.  
l ,=q(2q-  I ) -pq(2h-  l ib,  
I4 = pq h:. 
l~=4p(I -p -qp-4pq l l  -2h)4 ,  
l~ = 4qi l - p -q~-4pq l l  -2b)4 .  
q 
3 
I 
6 , [ 
lit// \ 
_ _  _ ; I  . . . . . .  
~/// I , ~, 
5 2 
F~g 3 ] 'he sLandard h~perbo la  apq +p +q- I  =0 
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These six polynomial basis functions are linearb independent and span second degree poly- 
nomials over the entire element, i.e. 
.t: = I. V_ p,.t: = p. ,.. q,J; = q. 
~=1 ,=1 ,=1 
h r, 
p~l ;=p.  V p,q,. i ;=pq. V q~t;=q'-.  
,=1  ,=1 ,=1 
The basis functions associated with the node N, have to be zero on the two straight sides, to 
be zero at the other nodes on the hyperbolic arc. to be value one at node N..  and to reduce to 
a second degree polynomial on the cur~ed side. A function satisfying all these conditions is 
ll'.( p. q ) = pq~ p - q, )(q - b) [pq( p - p~ l~q - b)].. 17a) 
Since apq = I -p  - q on the h}perbola, the function ll'. is quadratic on the h~perbola. Similarly. 
the basis function associated to the node N, is 
ii',(p, q~ = pqlq - q, llq - h) [pqlq - q. llq - h)]~. 17b) 
The eight basis functions that we x~ant have to satisf.~ 
.2,' 
L Ip .q l= \ / l ip .  q, l t t ' lp ,  qL 1~<i~<8. 
t= l  
but we know that t )p ,  q , )= 0,,, then 
l l~ip, q~ =t )p ,  q) - f IN ,  IW, Ip .q )  - f iN ,  W~(p,q) ,  
for I ~< i ~< 6, and from equations 17a1-17c) we get 
(7c) 
~" H ' . lp .q )= I. ~', p, l l ; l p .q  
1, , - -  , 
t= l  t=[  
=p.  
~" q, l l ' , (p .q )=q.  
g. . . i  
,=1  
r p, q = p:, 
i= l  
• = V p~l l ' lp ,  q l=q ' ,  ~, p,q, ll (p ,q )  pq, ,.., , 
t= l  i= l  
then equations (7a)--(7c)is the second order polynomial basis that ~e ~sere looking tbr. 
5. L IM IT  STABLE BASIS 
We have fixed the required number of nodes, their positions and the eight basis functions 
associated with the nodes, that span exactly second degree pobnomials.  We would like to be able 
to deal with the case when the boundary of the element is almost a straight line. In this case, a 
question arise immediately: are our basis functions well defined in the sense that the}' are 
non-singular in the limit when the cur~ed side approaches to a straight line'? The singularity of  some 
basis function, and hence of our complete basis, can appear when the nodes on the curved side 
coalesce. However. in our situation, when a in the equation apq + p + q - I = 0 approaches zero, 
the nodes will be 
N~(I 2. I 2). N.(3 4, 1 4). ,V~(I 4.3 4) 
and. in such case the basis function (7a) and 17b) will be well defined and given by 
W.lp ,  q) = - 128pq(p - 14)(q - I 2), 3. 
ll'~(p, q) = - 128pq(q - I 4)(p - I 2) 3. 
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and the functions !I(P. q b become 
t i (p .q )=( I  - 2p - 2q)(I - p -q ) .  
l~(p, q l=p(2p-  I), 
&(p .q )=q(2q-  I). 
.& t p, q ) = 4pq, 
l : (p .q )=4p( l  -p -q ) ,  
l:( p,q) = 4q( I - p - q). 
~hich span l, p, q, p-', pq, q:. l l ' . (p.q) and i l ' ,(p.q). 
6. NLIMERICAL RESLiLTS 
The algorithm described abo~e ~as used to calculate approximate solutions of the t~o- 
dimensional kaplace's equation with Dirichlet boundar.~ conditions over the unitar~ disk E* ~ith 
center on the origin, x~hich is subdnxided into elements E. The Galerkin approach to this problem 
requires [I] the minixnization of the functional 
. . L~,~,~ , ,. , ' , . r . / /  
c,~er Lhe space of admissible functions, subject to prescribed solution ~alues on the boundar~ of 
the domain E*. The approxmaate solution is in this space spanned by the basis functions, and the 
s)mmetric snffness matrix has elements of the form 
L'.',+L','. 
~ here 
where x, 
The linear transt\3rmation (4) is used to express the L-integrals (8) in the form 
~ here 
'Q 611" 611", 
L~;,,,= =- -=~d.x  dv, 
. ~ OX. ,  OX,,,  
= v..\, = r. I <~ i. / ~< 8. I <~ m <~ 2. and E is the domain of the curved element. 
L;b,= D[  ~- d,,,~d,,F' ] 
18) 
t "l ii' ~"'l~"P'611"611" F;;,.= : ' = 'dpdp 
, , .  Op., Op~ 
1 <~i . j~g .  I <~m. n <~2. p ,=p.  pz=q.  and 
d~ = -m,  k. d, ,  = -m,  h, 
d, I= 1 k. d?z= I h. 
Four different trial subdivisions of the problem domain E* were used, which are depicted in 
Fig. 4. In each of these subdivisions are indicated predetermined numbers for the nodal points of 
the finite elements. The relexant information for the subdivisions is summarized in Table 1. 
The quantities N,. 3,',, N, and .'~"~ are: 
.V~--tota[ number of elements in the subdivision: 
.\ ' , --number of elements ~ith one curxed side: 
,\ ' , --number of straight sided elements: 
.V~--number of unkno~n nodal solution values. 
18 
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40 
38 
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56 
36 
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f~ 
2.1 
62 
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F~g. 4. Configurat=ons of the problem domain. 
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Table I. Quantttle, rele~anl to iubdl,.l~lon¢. 
F igure %, %, ,",~ ~,~ 
Jd3 l  ,',, ,% l) C) 
4tbt t'. ~', 12 11 
4(~ 24 '~ Ih 41 
4td~ 3I~ ~. 22 5~ 
Fable 2 The,,ppro\]mate L- norm oferror~ 
\a= 
,4 31 41 53 
,',, I ) }' l l f l l ) l "  I ' I  I) llO)l]Ol)| Ol)l'l()(l I { )I )(['l)){tO ) I (Of)l))OlJ()O00 'I 
. ft (1264317"1964 u t 19"4~,41021 s 0 u21t6"5254323 0 013142439954 
z ,  11 t)0(}log£3'4t)115 It I l t l t ) l  55.-155683 f l  (It)0l)c),~ 5095"vfl I ( it)n074949514 
z,, 00( ' l l4 l  3 "1gY;696  0'~4142214s'~ u 0(ll 316:4591)65 U (JU1105Q42628 
z, I .O 211~6)¢"1 I) f)C)1263"'44xf)S t tlt101"tO22slX '' I U.0-886,'_,-, ' '1 " -",'r~- 
u. U 044n03844~; 10 33 28212 s23 I)26319~86"~'" ) t 16848 q6 )~, 5 
Mean lu. ~+. ) ,) OIJ2321")n5U09 ) 0l  1')214.1."; ')~." uj )q" ' : , "12"544 I) t)062tl lq401 "b 
The harmonic functions chosen for the numerical experiments ~ere: 
zfi = I + ~ + v +.x2  _ t ,2. 
u~ = .v ~ -- 3v1'2: 
,t, = 5 In ( Ix  + 2~: + (t' + 2 l : )  +~.v  + 2):  - D" + 21:: 
ua = exp(x ) sin(y I: 
It, = exp( v 2~ sm U' 21: 
u~. = Ix + I )(St 'a - 10.~, -'t" - 2().xv 2 - l()v ~ + .x a + 4.v ~ + 6.v: + 4x + I I. 
S ince ,q ts quadrat i c ,  the approx imate  so lu t ions  computed  ~ i th  the second order  bas is  shou ld  
be exact  apar t  f rom round-o f f  e r ro r  in t roduced  b5 the numer ica l  eva luat ion  o f  the integra ls .  All  
the computat ions  ~ere  done  on an ACER-500+ persona l  computer  w i th  doub le  prec i s ion ,  and  
the e~a luat ion  o f  the typ ica l  in tegra ls  ~as  car r ied  out  us ing the 16-po int  Gauss ian  quadrature  
fo rmula .  
An  er ror  measure  re la ted  to the L z norm,  nameh 
ERROR = V (lt~* - ul.v,..v, 1~" V lulx~,.l'L )1; 191 
where It* denotes the calculated solution, ~as used to estimate the accuracy. The points (.~ ,y, 
are those nodal points not on the boundary of the domain. The ~alues of error (9) for the trial 
functions and for each of the three domain subdi~]smns are given in Table 2. 
The results for the examples dead3 sho~ the improvement in the accurac.~ as the elements 
increase in number. 
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